THE IMPORTANCE OF STRETCHING
from Harvard Health Publishing
It’s not enough to build muscle and achieve aerobic itness. You need to think about lexibility, too.
You may think of stretching as something performed only by runners or gymnasts. But we all need to stretch in order to protect our mobility
and independence. “A lot of people don’t understand that stretching has to happen on a regular basis. It should be daily,” says David Nolan,
a physical therapist at Harvard-ailiated Massachusetts General Hospital.

Why it's important
Stretching keeps the muscles lexible,
strong, and healthy, and we need that
lexibility to maintain a range of motion in the
joints. Without it, the muscles shorten and
become tight. hen, when you call on the
muscles for activity, they are weak and unable to
extend all the way. hat puts you at risk for joint
pain, strains, and muscle damage.

Where to start
With a body full of muscles, the idea of daily
stretching may seem overwhelming. But Nolan says
you don't have to stretch every muscle you have.
"he areas critical for mobility are in your lower
extremities: your calves, your hamstrings, your hip
lexors in the pelvis and quadriceps in the front of
the thigh." Stretching your shoulders, neck, and
lower back is also beneicial. Aim for a program
of daily stretches or at least three or four times per
week.

Proper execution
he cumulative efect of stretching
Stretching once today won't magically give
you perfect lexibility. You'll need to do it over time
and remain committed to the process. "It may have
taken you many months to get tight muscles, so
you're not going to be perfectly lexible ater one or
two sessions," says physical therapist David Nolan
of Massachusetts General Hospital. "It takes weeks
to months to get lexible, and you'll have to
continue working on it to maintain it."

We used to believe that stretching was necessary
to warm up the muscles and prepare them for activity.
However, mounting research has shown that stretching
the muscles before they're warmed up can actually hurt
them. "When everything is cold, the ibers aren't
prepared and may be damaged. If you exercise irst,
you'll get blood low to the area, and that makes the
tissue more pliable and amenable to change," says
Nolan. All it takes to warm up the muscles before
stretching is ive to 10 minutes of light activity, such as
a quick walk. You can also stretch ater an aerobic or
weight-training workout.

New to the schedule at Pyour Core is Pyour Stretch, designed to stretch every muscle in your body in
a gentle but efective way.
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